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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved.
Update 6.0.1.2 is Available for Downloading
The updated version 6.0.1.2 is now available for download. This update fixes a few
bugs and some new options for us to use.
Downloading Files Protocol
Microsoft and their various vendors/users are moving from Internet Explorer to
Edge more and more each day. USA-WSWS sanctioning system and all of the
associated files are Microsoft based as is WSTIMS and Internet Explorer and Edge
are the only options for these programs. As a refresher note, when you are notified
that an update is available, always take the download, if you refuse it you will not
be notified in the future when there is an update available and this is because you
broke the chain of notifications when you refused the last update. To fix this issue
you will need to go to the WSTIMS website and download the program from there
and then you will receive update notifications going forward.
Just a reminder, when you are downloading an update and a Blue screen comes up
saying the site is not to be trusted, look at the end of the notification paragraph and
you will see “more info”, click on the words and a new screen will appear and you
will see a “run anyway” button, click on this and everything will download and
you will be ready to go.
NCWSA Team Summary Report
For collegiate tournaments the team detail only shows the skier detail for those that
were used to calculate the team score. The NCWSA requested a change and now
all skiers will now show on the summary report but those skiers after the top four
(4) will have a placement of ** to indicate their scores were not counted for the
teams total score.

Scoring More Than Six Flips
When the six (6) flip limit has been exceeded, the six (6) highest point valued
flips should be selected and the other lower valued flips, are to be marked as
repeats by the scorer manually.
Added Newly Required End Course Event Judge To Event Officials List
It's now mandatory in both AWSA and IWWF tournaments to have an official
assigned to monitor the End Course video in record tournaments. There have been
some issues with boat path at some tournaments and there have been post
tournament video reviews conducted with skier scores being changed in
scorebooks and on the AWSA and IWWF Ranking lists. Depending on which
rulebook is applicable, it would be either a driver or a judge assigned as the
official. Those who have been involved in any of the reviews would find it very
helpful if there was a record of who was working that position. Dave has added
"Event Judge End Course" to the Officials Work Assignments list.
Thanks, stay safe and enjoy your summer, Dave and Jeff

